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as you can see, this report will tell you the battery voltage and state of charge as well as the age
and the condition of the battery. the last two columns are really important to us. the oldage

column tells you how long the battery has been in the system. the lastfullstate of charge column
tells you how full the battery was when it was last charged. keep in mind that these values are
taken from the last time the battery was charged. if the battery hasnt been charged for a while,
you will get a value of the charge that it was last able to give. and if the battery has been in the

system for a while, you will get a value of the charge that the battery was at when it left the
manufacturer. now that we've seen the results, we can change the value of the battery and see
what happens. if you just use the battery for a while without charging, the battery will start to

lose charge (there are some other small reports of what happens to the battery in the logs but we
can ignore those). if you just change the values of the battery for a short while, it will lose charge.

however, if you change the value of the battery for a while and then let the system run for a
while, the values wont change. this is because the system is now holding the information about

the battery and it wont get lost. in other words, you dont have to worry about the values
changing if you keep a running system for a while. you can just change the battery once in a
while, let it go and then use the system as usual. so to finish this section, i'll show you how to

change the values of the battery in your system. this is all you need to know to keep your system
in a state where it can handle power cuts and still provide a full network connection. first, you

need to find the battery number (it is usually the last number in the battery label). the number is
in the format of "battery ". so in our example the label will be like this: "battery hp

envy/15a/3003". here we can see that the battery is a regular hp battery. also, the number of the
battery is 15a (or 15 amps). let's move on to the next step.
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